
K7 

Designed for Applications where Continuous Pipes or  
    Obstructions prevent the use of standard flashings 
Easily installed by wrapping around existing pipe  
    & fastening down onto roof deck 
The Pliable Cone & Stainless Steel Closure can easily be 

trimmed to the exact diameter of pipe to be flashed 
Unique Stainless Steel Closure effectively resists corrosion  
    & provides a positive weatherproof seal 
Corrosion-Resistant Aluminum Base can be easily shaped  
    to conform to most roof profiles 
Made of Flexible, Weatherproof E.P.D.M. Rubber Cone,  
    markings in inches & millimeters 
Insulates the pipe from building movement caused by  
    expansion, contraction, & vibration 
-30oF to 250oF continuous service temperature range 

Retrofit Roof Flashings 

Master Boot Universal Roof Flashings 
Can be used with any type of Corrugated Roofing material,  
    ie: asphalt, plastic, tile, rubber, metal, etc.  
    (not for hot mopped or built-up roofs) 
Self-Sealing Step-Cone Boot made of Premium Grade 

E.P.D.M. Rubber, which gives it maximum resistance to 
weathering due to ozone & UV light 

Flexible Aluminum Alloy Aim assures a formed fit and corro-
sion resistance - excellent for Ribbed Metal Roofs 

Provides a Permanent Seal that is unaffected by  
    expansion/contraction, vibration, ice, snow, hailstones, etc. 
Installs in about 10 minutes 
Excellent for Wall Penetrations - weathertight and airtight, 

inside or outside 
Easily customized with sharp knife/scissors to accommodate 

a broad range of diameters 
Slides over vent pipe & conforms to any roof pitch 

Cat.  
No. 

Outside Diameter of  
Pipe to be Flashed 

Base Case  
Qty 

Wt/ 
Case Length Width 

G16250 1/8” to 3/4” 2-1/4” 2-1/4” 12 2 

G16251 1/4” to 2-3/4” 4-1/2” 4-1/2” 6 2 

G16252 7/8” to 4” 6” 6” 6 3 

G16253 1/4” to 5-3/4” 8” 8” 6 4 

Cat.  
No. 

Outside Diameter of  
Pipe to be Flashed 

Base Case  
Qty 

Wt/ 
Case Length Width 

G14751 1/4” to 4” 8-3/16” 8-3/16” 10 3 

G14752 4” to 9-1/4” 14-1/4” 14-1/4” 5 6 

G14753 9-1/4" to 16-1/4" 21-1/2” 21-1/2” 5 11 


